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Introduction
Every age has a 'spirit," The Information Age seems to be a more extreme
case than most eras, with the constant barrage of messages promising social and
individual salvation. Information and information technology are heralded as
great, new possibilities not just for reform but perfection, with some even pre-
dicting the end of physical death (using information technology. by the end
of the next century. The intensity of our current period's fascination with tech-
nology is partly due to the technology itself-ideas or sales pitches get out
to more people more quickly than ever before in history, and, as a result it
is easy to be blinded by all the promises and hype. It is no accident that ideas
like "ecommerce" and "knowledge management' are unifying concepts
for many in this era, but although there is nothing intrinsically wrongwith
them, there is something amiss with how they are discussed. This essay
cmments on the latter issue, the hyperbole of the Information Age, from three
perspectives: 1) as a consumer of information technology; 2) as an educator
in a field (archives and records management) utilizing information tech-
nology; and 3) as an individual convinced about the relevancy of basic
Judaic-Christian belefs as one means to shift critically the many conflicting
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and confusing messages promulgated by the so-called modern Information
Age.
The Computer Store as the
New Church for Our Information Age
Visit a large computer store on a busy weekend. There we can watch the
enthusiastic (and we could use this term twice over, following either the more
modem sense or the older 18th century notion of ebullient and irrational reli-
gious followers)1 crowds as they roam about looking for the latest attachment,
software, or new basic hardware to empower their lives. The discussions
between customers and sales clerks build into a low chant-like hum, the new
mantra of the Information Age, as people look for faster and more powerful
computers. A reading of books and magazines perused by the cyberelite - the
new priesthood 2 - will reveal that computers are regarded as more than mere
tools to help us in our work or for us to use for entertainment. Computers are
the means for reaching a new kind of reality and community. Computers are
there to assist us to escape our physical being (even death) and to replace (with
improvements) even our most intimate relationships. It is, as Mark Dery states,
a new "theology of the ejector seat."3
Society has been discussing the Information Age for forty years, with ever
greater intensity and concern about the implications of the growing dependency
on information and information technology. First, we noted the seeming shift
from an industrial to a service societv. Then we focused on the increasing num-
bers of people working in the service economy who were involved with infor-
mation. Next we considered that we were on a great Information superhigh-
way -and then the debates and predictions about where this highway was
leading started. In our most recent phase, the Information Age has become a
political issue, as the use of information technology is being equated with edu-
cational attainment, business acumen, and diplomatic skill. One's ability to use
a computer is seen by many as the critical skill for any level of success in this
life.
There is a certain hubris in all this. We have seen our age as the Informa-
tion society, when all ages in reality have been dependent on information for
communication, community, conflict, and commerce. 4 Two historians have
described the labeling of our era in this way: "Rather than attempting to find
a single, overarching definition of information, applicable across time and cul-
ture, we must seek its unique meaning in each age, where technology and cul-
ture combine to isolate different kinds of information."5 So what makes this a
distinct period to be termed the Information Age?
Our most basic instincts have suggested that the current age deserves such
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a descriptor because information technologies seem so powerful, and we have
been on a steady expansion of information technologies with rapidlv increas-
ing improvements. But statements such as this one by software engineer Fred-
erick Brooks-'The average American can now afford not only a computer of
his own, but a suite of software that 20 vears ago would have cost a king's
salary"'- reduce it al to a simple metric, rising computing power and declin-
ing costs. Greater speed and lower costs is a simplistic way to look at any issue,
but this is how we most often characterize the core of the Information Age.
These comparisons look powerful, and we see great progress. But often these
comparisons do not indicate what the increasingly powerful and cheaper com-
puters are being used to do or the broader impacts their use and the emergence
of information as the commodity and symbol of the current age might have on
us.
In fact, it is often difficult to see through all the hype or hvsteria associ-
ated with the current version of the Information Age because wre are both bom-
barded and blinded by the protnises of the Information Age, generalv through
advertisements that Neil Postman characterizes as the new religious parables
of our time.' We see that IBM's first PC (1981' cost $5,000, possessed a 4.77
megaherz processor, had 16,000-256,000 bytes of memory, and used two
160,000-byte floppy drives for storage; then we see that a 1998 Packard Bell 820
cost $900, came equipped with a 333 megaherz processor, had 64 million bytes
of memory, and provided 4.3 bilion bytes of storage. In this we pat ourselves
on the back and assume great progress for society Really? Isn't the critical mat-
ter what it is we are doing with the equipment? These constantlv improving
personal computers can be used to write important research reports on med-
ical cases, benefiting many, or to develop and support children's pornography
sites on the World W ide Web, harming society and only benefiting the bank
accounts of the pornographers. There is, of course, a substantial difference
between such activities.
Advertisements try to capitalize on the prominent slogans of the time in
order to grab attention and to attempt to sell a product. "We make the hidden
obvious," reads an ad for electronic document software in the November 1,1998
issue of KM World. "Weo know what you're looking for," declares an advertise-
ment for a financial service in The Economist of 14-20 November 1998. In fact,
as has been well documented, advertising's chief objective is to try to sell prod-
ucts to people who do not need or who do not know they need them. Many
commentators have tied together shifts in population, the development of an
industrial society, and the growth of information and communications tech-
nologies as the buttress of the modern consumer movement! That the World
Wide Web's development has shifted from a government-sponsored to a capi-
talist-private venture seems to suggest that advertising and the modern Infor-
mation Age are developments intertwined and impossible without each other.
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The Information Age information-oriented advertisements are more
extreme examples of this consumer ethos, in that they reflect the greater
promises made by Information era pundits like Bill Gates and -Nicholas Negro-
ponte who are either vendors of products or who are closely tied to the mar-
ketplace. Look at these examples, suggesting the mysterious wonderment asso-
ciated with computers. "In the newspaper business, old information is what you
wrap fish in," declares an ad for a software company in the 30 October 1998
issue of USA Today. "In the information revolution a workforce should be
trained to win," announces an advertisement for an industrial technology firm
in The Economist for 10 October 1998. Does making the hidden obvious have
implications for the violation of personal privacy? Does someone else know-
ing what you are looking for make you somewhat insecure about your own abil-
ity and knowledge? Implied in such statements are threats, of course - that if
you do not buy these products, you will somehow be lost, far behind the com-
petition, or be greatly inconvenienced. These statements do not tell us how we
will be better, or if we will become better - they merely promise something we
might be lacking.
These types of comments suggest the real colors of those capitalizing on
the promises of the Information Age, in order to sell something. Is old infor-
mation really that useless? We see a tyranny of the new, constantly guiding us
to look to the future, reminding me of computer scientist Thomas Landauer's
book, The Trouble with Computers, in which he argues that the greatest con-
stant in this era has been the promise that computers will make our lives and
jobs easier and more efficient -a promise he sees as unfulfilled. 9 Perhaps we
need a companion book, entitled The Trouble with the Information Age, detail-
ing all the promises, failures, and catastrophes attributed to the period. What
are we trying to win, except if we envision ourselves as another Bill Gates? Is
it his "road ahead" or "business at the speed of thought" that we are really
after, or a more meaningful existence suggesting that at times we need to con-
sider where we have come from (the "road behind") or to approach our busi-
ness in a more leisurely and careful way.l' This is why Neil Postman in his lat-
est book urites: "We may wonder ... why the late 17th century and 18th century
are not commonly referred to as the age of informnation. The answer, I think,
is that the concept of 'information' was different from what it is today. Infor-
mation was not thought of as a commodity to be bought and sold. It had no
separate existence, as it does in this age; specifically, it was not thought to be
worthwhile unless it was embedded in a context, unless it gave shape, texture,
or authority to a political, social, or scientific concept, which itself was required
to fit into some world-view."" One may argue that this is an oversimplification.
However, my own observations of the writings on the modem Information Age
suggest that information is both a soft concept and, perhaps, because of its
ambiguities, a concept that is prone to be used in widely divergent ways- from
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scientific research to advertising slogans." It is perhaps why advertising and
information technolopg are so closely connected: advertising jingles, thought-
provoking television advertisements, and print advertisements are necessary
not just to sell products but to explain them as well.
The Information Age and the Electronic Sweatshop
Now we get to what I think is one of the great lies of the Information Age.
The Information Age has promised to make our lives much easier, but in fact
we have the potential emergence of a vast electronic sweatshop -where peo-
ple are always connected, face long hours, and are made to pay social, per-
sonal, and psychological costs. Technology becomes our reason for being, and
we are portrayed as machines. An advertisement for IBM declares-"A lot has
happened while vou were offline"- accompanied by a photograph of a man,
with an extremelv worried look, stepping out of the shower (Wired, Novem-
ber 1999). "After a while you ask yourself: Do these people ever sleep?" declares
an advertisement for a software engineering firm in The Economist on Octo-
ber 2, 1999. An ad for an information technology products company includes
the following message: "Familv Room. Office. Daycare. Technology that
becomes a waay of life" (Wlired, November 1999), and features a photograph of
a bucolic family scene with children plaving and the mother hunched over a
laptop working. It is no accident that employees of one of the largest high tech-
nology companies have been termed "microserfs. 1`l
It is because of matters such as this, that we read about people in the com-
puting industry, among other businesses, facing higher rates of divorce, social
dysfunction, and medical problems- all handled by the promise of higher
salaries and stock options. In the Information Age we do not seem to learn -
remember the costs of the disruption in the aerospace industry where highly
educated and highly paid engineers were suddenly out of jobs? We know how
volatile the computer industry is, and the uncertainties of working in it, even
with pots of gold promised at the end of the rainbow, seem to be a high price
to pay.'4
So, we have many promises being thrown at us that will be fulfilled if we
get on the Information Age bandwagon. Computers can replace people, we can
always work, aH this information will help make us better decision makers, and
because we can get information nearlv instantaneouslv we will be better
informed. Even in the business of educating someone, we have a new kind of
literacy. According to the U.S. Department of Education, "Technological liter-
acy ... has become as fundamental to a person's abilihty to navigate through soci-
ety as traditional skills like reading, writing, and arithmetic."15 W'hat this does
not answer is whether technology is a set of tool skills to be learned to help do
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other things or whether it is an end in itself. It appears that information tech-
nology shifts more toward the latter. As Robert Logan, a disciple of Marshall
McLuhan, summarizes: "We can no longer divide work and learning. Life in
the computer age only becomes meaningful when we integrate work, learning,
and leisure time...." 16 What he means by this is that we cannot distinguish one
from the other. While we play, we should be working at the same time (the tele-
vision ads showing people on the beach with their laptops come to mind); or,
as he implies, we should always be working. All of this leads to some odd things,
as when Postman addresses the quest for 500 to 1000 television stations. "Is this
a problem that most of us yearn to have solved?"'7 Of course not, since the 50
or 60 current cable channels are filled with old and mediocre programming
with no educational or informational value.
The Information Age and the Loss of Humanity
If we mindlessly accept all the promises of the Information Age, we may
seem happy (even content) but we may be missing much of what makes us
human. Most people recognize the photograph of the space shuttle Challenger
as it explodes seconds after launch, suggesting what happens when we misplace
our faith in technology or organizations that seem to typify the technocratic
approach to problem solving." The Information Age joins together technol-
ogy and information. The latter may be a soft concept, but technology and its
potential uses or misuses are particularly concrete. Clifford Stoll, a computer
scientist, dealt head on with one of the problems when he wrote that "This
information highway, which delivers damned little information, is said to be
the roadway to power in progress. After all, information is power. I don't believe
it! Information isn't powerful. Information isn't power. Powerful people are sel-
dom informed.... Information is power? The whole idea is false."'9 Stoil gets
us to something more fundamental: human nature. Information is meaning-
less apart from humans, but humans, with or without information, are capa-
ble of great injustices, cruelties, and just stupid decisions.2 '
It is interesting that even in the Information Age, information is difficult
to define. Even specialists conclude that "though information fascinates many
social, biological, and physical scientists, no interdisciplinary agreement on
basic concepts seems likely, and no unified theory appears imminent." 2 1 Every
discipline and every group uses information as a critical and unifying concept,
but few have substantial or concrete working definitions. Yet, we seem able to
continue to make great promises about what information will do for us. Mean-
while, newspapers and other news sources, television, advertising (remember
those parables?), and the World Wide Web spit information (or something) at
us at a remarkable rate.
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We must not forget that most of our information sources are the products
of flawed or fallible humans. We reside in an age in which we are beset by
many questions, not the least ones fundamental to what information really is
and does. Philosopher Michael Heim, who has written two books on infor-
mation technology, helps us get to the heart of the real issues: "Infomania
erodes our capacity for significance. With a mind-set fixed on information, our
attention span shortens. We collect fragments. We become mentally poorer in
overal meaning. We get into the habit of clinging to knowledge bits and lose
our feel for the wisdom behind knowledge.""2 Here we have several critical
matters- the mania (which is not natural) with information, the fact that this
mania can distort meaning, and the concern that there really is much more
bevond information - that we ultimately miss wisdom (understanding in a
deeper sense). The Information Age is still focused on bits and bytes or in
break-ing everything inito manageable fragments that we can automate. The
richness and utility of information is often forgotten in the quest to manage
it in an efficient manner. If we are so taken with information and information
technology, when will we know precisely its meaning, the consequences of its
uses, and what is it we are doing? Despite the hundreds (thousands) of stud-
ies about information and its creation, use, and maintenance, we often find
ourselves more in the dark about the Information Age and its success. Another
technologist, Anthony Smith, writes: 'The aura of knowing triumphalism that
is made to surround the information idea tends to neglect the continuities, the
realization that there are many things that do not change, and others that
change in unforeseen or unacceptable ways. It is the language chosen that hur-
ries the cause onwards... It is what the writers of the Bible would have recog-
nized instantly as idolatry."23 Idolatry, from the viewpoint of the Biblical writ-
ers, is the worship of false, manmade gods, such as the familiar storv of Baal
(the golden calf) suggests (Exodus 32:7-29). We make these gods because we
are estranged from a sense of God and we make a new god in a familiar image.
WAhatever one's religious viewpoint, it is not difficult to relate to this activity
because it has been so common in human history as ideologies, political sys-
tems, and other fundamental perspectives of the world are elevated to some sort
of sacred status. Isn't this what we often do to information technology?
Two commentators on modern information technology give us this per-
spective on such matters. People wanting cyberspace are "characterized pri-
marily by a faith in their ability to consciously rechoose their own reality,"
states Douglas Rushkoff.A "In a world increasingly dependent on digital tech-
nologies, the esoteric knowledge and arcane terminology associated writh com-
puter science confers on it an almost religious status," observes Mark Derv?5
Cyberspace has become a kind of new heaven on earth, the heavenly city
promised by Augustine or imagined by the eigthteenth century philosophers
,just as Mitchell's City of Bits suggests).26 It is one reason why there have been
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so many writings on the religious implications of information technology and
its use.2 7 As one of these authors relates, the common problem with the fixation
on cyberculture is a "mistaking [of] technological possibilities for social or
spiritual ones." He sees that "Gnostic lore [the concept of self-knowledge] also
provides a mythic key for the kind of informania and conspiratorial thinking
that comes to haunt the postwar world, with its terror of nefarious cabals, nar-
cotic technologies, and invisible messages of deception."2 8
And we have taken this worship of information technology to extremes,
as a best selling text by Ray Kurzweil indicates: "Actually there won't be mor-
tality by the end of the twenty-first century. Not in the sense that we have
known it.... Up until now, our mortality was tied to the longevity of our hard-
ware.... As we cross the divide to insatiate ourselves into our computational
technology, our identity will be based on our evolving mind file. We will be
software, not hardware." 2 9 This statement is both astounding and revealing
about many of the agendas associated with leading figures in the current Infor-
mation Age. Ray Kurzweil is no hack: among other things he is the inventor of
the First Music Synthesizer capable of recreating the grand piano and other
orchestral instruments; author of The Age of Intelligent Machines, which won
the Association of American Publishers' Award for the Most Outstanding Com-
puter Science Book of 1990; the recipient of the Dickson Prize, Carnegie Mel-
lon's top science award; and The Massachusetts Institute of Technology named
him the Inventor of the Year in 1988. Kurzweil also has nine honorary doctor-
ates and honors from two U.S. presidents. Nevertheless, this brilliant man has
computers living our lives, producing our art, and making our decisions. We
have invented the computer and now the computer may re-invent us.
Others have noted the problem of a near idolatrous view of information
technology. Two educators provide this perspective of the computer in the
classroom: "Students are mesmerized by the silent hum of a smoothly running
machine that gives them the illusion that they can control their own destiny
and deny their mortality. So-called knowledge-based technology represents
the ultimate solution to all of their problems-professional, financial, techni-
cal, social, political, and even geopolitical." 3 0 All of this has been so hard to
resist, because we have tied the Information Age up with other major modern
belief systems: democracy (the virtual New England town meeting is proposed),
capitalism (computers tied to a win at all costs approach), progress (a linear
line to utopia), and education (learning resolves all social problems).
Let us look at what has happened to reading in the current Information
Age. With all this information, reading seems to have become lost (and, in fact,
many want to eliminate leisurely or linear reading in favor of other ways of
acquiring information by whatever means possible). Journalist Michael Pollan
argues that "I found reading ... to be a vaguely sensual, slightly indulgent plea-
sure, and one that had very little to do with the acquisition of information.
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Rather than a means to an end, the deep piles of words on the page comprised
for me a kind of soothing environment...."" One can discern that Pollan is
missing something in the new fascination with information. Indeed, some-
thing has been lost. Again philosopher Michael Heim finds that 'Books in the
medieval period were far from indifferent receptacles of information. Reading
was a practice in the strict sense of the term.... Active reading was connected
with prayer and the transformation of the spirit."32 Now the transformation of
the spirit can onlv occur if you take your brain out and replace it with a com-
puter. The only positive thing we can say with this fixation with electronic
information is that it has generated a renewed scholarly interest in books,
print, reading and other related matters. The scholarship has engaged in a
debate with. the Information Age pundits in a way that also suggests a sense of
loss of the traditional printed book and its reading. 3 "
But we are at the opposite end of the spectrum, not transforming the spirit
but eliminating it. WMe can look to the software engineer and scholar David Gel-
ernter, a victim of the Unabomber, who argues that technologists have made
some people richer and happier, while eroding any sense of a spiritual ability
to resist technology when it brings dangers or creates problems.3 4 Ray Kurzweil
is obviously searching. So are many others. Journalist John Seabrook, in his
book Deeper, describes his search for meaning on the World Wide Web: "In the
beginning I felt that special lightness of hope and possibility that new com-
munications technologies seem to be uniquely capable of inspiring, a kind of
spiritual feeling.... By the end ... I wondered whether the feeling had been an
illusion, and whether I and countless others had in fact been duped by capi-
talists into requiring ever better ... technology to maintain our 'religion."'35
His reference at the end is, of course, one to the constantly changing genera-
tions of computers, each with the latest geewhiz dev ice with its own promises,
that seem to click by in months. That an intelligent person would seek mean-
ing through a machine and on something like the World Wide Web also sug-
gests the kind of "snake oil" (borrowing the notion from Clifford Stoll) sales
made by those advocating ever increasing use of and dependence on the Web.
George Gilder, a long-time commentator on technologies, sees the loss of a con-
necting spine for our societyr. The "culture we have created with these machines
is dreary at best. Why doesn't our superb information technologp better inform
and uplift us?" "The most dangerous threat to the U.S. economy and society is
the breakdown of our cultural institutions- in the family, religion, education,
and the arts- that preserve and transmit civilization to new generations. "36
This is why we have seen a rebirth in scholarship on the history of the book
(mentioned already), more reflection on the concept of a real phvsical place,
and greater thought about the concept of community. Al are threatened with
loss or replacement by surrogates, sometimes no more real than a flawed copy-
(think of email conversation as a replacement for face to face conversation). Of
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course, any of these things-the book, a place, or a community-can also be
exaggerated into our own version of the Hebraic golden calf, but none of these
promise as much spiritual enrichment as what those who advocate informa-
tion technology claim for their machines.37
Man as machine or computer as human suggests some extremely warped
notions of technology, ones that conjure up all the worst fears of the computer
named Hal in the thirty year old movie, 2001.38 Arnold Pacey's brief book, The
Culture of Technology, provides one of the most well-rounded efforts to demon-
strate that technology does not operate on its own, that it is a product not only
of technology but of cultural and organizational aspects. 39 But I think we need
to acknowledge that unless we step out of the box that normally frames our
thinking about technology, there is still something missing even with this way
of viewing technology. The current fascination with transforming man into a
machine or in assigning God-like attributes to information technology, espe-
cially the World Wide Web, reveals the limitations in how we consider the
technology.
The Need for Spirituality in the Information Age
Having a more readily identifiable Spiritual aspect helps us to touch on
all the dimensions of life, unless we view religion as merely a human creation.
Historian David Noble, in The Religion of Technology (already cited), argues
that technological innovation has been connected to religious enthusiasm for
a thousand years and he hopes to see it separated sometime in the next cen-
turv. To a certain extent I think he is right, as some of my comments would
suggest, indicating that individuals like Kurzweil are trying to connect
machines, us, and godlike qualities. However, I think more commentators see
a hollowness in today's technology, akin to T.S. Eliot's oft-quoted lament about
the loss in the quality of life, including a reduction from wisdom to mere infor-
mation.4 0
Perhaps another source of information, knowledge, or wisdom (I leave it
open to vou at this point) -the Bible -can provide some answers to some of
these questions. Christians have two well known Biblical accounts that seem
relevant to our consideration of how we view information: the description of
the Tower of Babel early in Genesis and the occasion of Pentecost in the sec-
ond chapter in Acts. One relates to humankind's efforts to gain the knowledge
that belongs to God, while the other relates to a gift from God enabling com-
munication. As is well-known, Babel is the Hebrew word for confusion or mix-
ing, directly relating to God's intervention in the tower building by confusing
languages and causing the dispersal of humankind. Pentecost, on the other
hand, is nearly the exact opposite. It is the event whereby Christ's disciples are
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empowered by the Holy Spirit and given the gift to communicate in many Ian-
guages the good news offered by God of a salvation from sin and eternal damna-
tion. One is a lesson in our own self-aggrandizement, the other in under-
standing our limitations and needs. These lessons mav have much to sav about
our use of information technology and the power with which we imbue it in
our society.
We invoke Babel imagery constantly in terms of the Information Age. The
"impersonality of the electronic highway seems to make people less discrete in
their interactions with others than when they communicate face to face,' writes
a scholar in the development of language and cognition.41 'More and more, the
contemporary university has become an ivory tower of Babel," writes an edu-
cator and a scholar in comparative literature. 42 I have seen no references to the
Pentecost storyvis-a-vis the Information Age, perhaps because the allusion has
not been taken up by any notworthy writer or championed by one of the Infor-
mation Age pundits. The Babel image probably has been prevalent because of
the off-cited short story by Jorge Luis Borges, 'The Library of Babel,' a strug-
gle to discern meaning and order in the writing, printing, and organization of
knowledge via books. In this short story, evernthing in the library is false.43 The
essav has often been referred to, especially in comparison to the emergence of
the Web and the vanities associated with it.
The tower (Genesis 11:1-9) is an expression of misplaced faith in technol-
ogy and its utility in having humankind either reach God (understand God)
or become godlike (assuming God's place). These commentaries on Babel pro-
vide some help in comprehending the story: The "building of the city and
tower is an expression of powerful human impulses, at first toward. safetv and
permanence, eventuaUy toward full independence and self-sufficiency..." wTites
a commentator on contemporary society. "Through technology, through divi-
sion of labor, through new modes of interdependence and rule, and through
laws, customs and mores, the city radically transforms its inhabitants.... The
founders of Babel inspire to nothing less than self re-creation...."4 This is what
many proponents of the use of information technology seem to be about, either
directly (out of reformist tendencies) or indirectly (because of more utilitar-
ian motivations such as making monev). A historian provides a more direct cri-
tique of the relevancy of the Babel image for the modern Information Age, by
arguing that the current era "represents a new Babel project." "Information Age
humans do show signs of overweening pride," writes this scholar. The Infor-
mation Age experts have an "eschatology. They claim to know where history
is going." "This new Babel will most likely not aim to build a city that reaches
to the heavens but will aim to raise humanity to the status of divinity."4 5
The Pentecost story says something else. In this set of events, God empow-
ers His people with the means to have something to say, completing a search
for meaning. Jesus promised the Spirit to His followers, serving as Comforter
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and Counselor, continuing to teach Jesus' followers and reminding them of
what He had said to them (John 14:25-26). Moreover, these disciples were
empowered to speak in tongues other than their native language (Acts 2:1-3).
Pentecost is a promise, a sign, to God's people as well as a source of knowledge
for them to operate. Meaning and communication may be sought after aspects
of the Information Age, but they have hardly been achieved to any extent except
as objectives of many immersing themselves into the use of information tech-
nologies.
Now what am I getting at here? I am saying that there is more to life than
what we see, but I am not referring to those virtual places on the cyberscape
that we made. Mark Slouka, in 1995, wrote: "Since 1992 alone, the number of
newspaper articles mentioning the information superhighway had risen over
2000 percent, nearly every one filled with the kind of positive-thinking, for-
ward-looking, onward-marching rhetoric usually reserved for reelection cam-
paigns and times of national crisis." He continues that "We accept - it's almost
an article of faith with us- that the information superhighway will make every-
thing easier, faster, better; that it will make us (and our children) more knowl-
edgeable, more imaginative, more creative...."46 This is a definite contrast to
the studies that have been done about individuals who become self-absorbed
in the Internet, not finding happiness but often discovering despair and con-
fusion.47
I am not arguing that people should become Luddites- that may simply
be another form of false hope, evident in how we have tended to romanticize
what it was that they were doing.4 8 I know that information technology is of
benefit to us, in many obvious and unseen ways, the kind of ubiquitous com-
puting that some have described mostly in positive terms.49 But we need a basis
for skepticism. Jerry Mander, In the Absence of the Sacred, states that "Since
most of what we are told about new technology comes from its proponents, be
deeply skeptical of all claims." He continues: 'Unfortunately, the major ques-
tion about computers is not whether they serve you or your organization or your
business well.... Ae must look at the totality of how computers affect society,
and life on earth."50 But what is our basis for doing this? For me, it is my per-
sonal hope in personal redemption that provides a foundation for evaluating
how and what I do, how and what I teach. For others, it may be a moral or eth-
ical approach to information technology and its uses that provides their hope.
The former is not something I often can discuss in the classroom directly, but
it is the basis for what I choose to say, especially in the realm of ethics and
morality, about how people should approach the promises of the Information
Age.
The continuing onslaught of hyperbole about the Information Age per-
haps provides an opportunity for more critical assessment of what this era
promises and delivers. Christian social and political activist Jim Wallis, in The
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Soul of Politics, argues that "There are periods in history w,hen social crisis
threatens to unravel society. But such times are often also eras of transition,
invritation, and opportunitYr. The New Testament word for such a time is kairos.
It means a time pregnant with possibilities. We may be at such a moment."51
In terms of the challenges facing us and our use of information technology; this
is precisely what I believe.
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